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Asserting our right “…to petition the Government for redress of grievances.”
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ASSAULT BY TOWBOAT
Lake Pontchartrain Causeway Towboat Accidents
1960 to 1984

The Lake Pontchartrain Causeway crosses the lake today on a low-level concrete trestle with a general overhead clearance of
15 feet with several higher humps for recreational vessels and a mid-span bascule bridge with unlimited overhead clearance. The
initial 23.87-mile span was opened for traffic on August 30, 1956 and a second parallel two-lane span opened for traffic on May
10, 1969. Currently, approximately 46,000 vehicles use this toll road each day. While alternate highways are available, these
routes add 50 miles of travel between Metairie, a suburb of New Orleans, to Mandeville on the “North Shore.”
According to the Causeway Authority, starting in 1960, the causeway was struck and damaged with major hits in 1960, 1964,
1967 and 1984 according to a scrapbook of clippings furnished to the National Mariners Association in 2002. A bridge strike in
June 1964 caught an interstate Trailways bus and drowned six (6) occupants and turned this bridge-strike into a national issue.
While anger, frustration, and confusion caught the attention of residents and government officials in New Orleans, Baton
Rouge, and Washington, this was much more than a local story and became one of national importance.
It took time for the story to spread that towing vessels were inadequately manned and as operating “out of control.” First,
the focus of attention fell primarily upon the fact that no law required an operator to be “licensed” or to pass any sort of a test
that proved competency. It also appeared that towing vessel personnel worked long hours, often fell asleep on the job, and often
navigated their tows without adequate charts and other navigational tools, as well as recklessly and without regard for safety of
their crews or the general public.
When Congress looked into this matter, the first thing they saw the need to “identify” (1972-73) existing towing vessel
Captains, “grandfather” those who presented themselves to Coast Guard officials and passed a rudimentary 20-question Rules of
the Road test. Later, after capturing the names and addresses of current vessel operators, beginning in 1975, Coast Guard officials
would “examine” vessel operators on additional topics beyond the Rules of the Road and issue licenses to newcomers entering
the industry with a test including more extensive subject matter. This “boiler plate” examination for Operator of Uninspected
Towing Vessels (OUTV) would remain in place and essentially the unchanged until 2002.
Starting in 1993 a series of accidents of national significance involving bridge allisions with multiple fatalities and oil spills
that impacted important waterways persuaded Congress to call for formal inspection of all towing vessels and strengthen the
protections for merchant mariners who acted as “whistleblowers” to report safety violations and illegal activities to government
agencies.

